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WIND ESTIMATES FROM CLOUD MOTIONS:

PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM PHASES I, II, AND III OF AN

IN SITU AIRCRAFT VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT

ti

by A. F. Hasler, W. E. Shenk and W. C. Skillman

ABSTRACT

An experiment is in progress to verify geostationary satellite derived cloud

motion wind estimates by in situ aircraft wind velocity measurements. One or

more low-level aircraft equipped with hiertial Navigation Systems (INS) were

used to define the vertical extent and horizontal motion of a cloud and to meas-

ure the ambient wind field. A high-level aircraft, also equipped n ith an I'N'S,

took photographs to describe the horizonta, extent of the clout] field and to meas-

ure cloud motion. The aerial photographs were also used to make a positive

identification in the satellite picture of the cloud observed by the low-level air-

craft. To date the experiment has been conducted over the tropical oceans in the

vicinity of Florida, Puerto Rico, Panama and in the Western Gulf of Mexico. A

total of 60 hours have been spent tracking some 40 tropical cumulus and 5 cirrus

clouds. Results for tropical cumulus clouds indicate excellent agreement between

the cloud motion and the wind at cloud-base. The magnitude of the vector differ-

ence between the cloud motion and the cloud base wind is less than 1.3 m s"' for

67'r of the cases with track lengths of l hour or longer. Similarly, the one

standard deviation of the vector differences between the cloud motion and the

wind at sub-cloud (150m), mid-cloud, and cloud-top levels are 1.5, 3.6, and
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I . Introduction

Many areas of the world are devoid of conventional rawinsonde data. It is

fortunate that cloud motions derived from geostationary satellites can provide

a method of estimating the winds at some levels in the regions where they are

needed. One example is the t ropical oceanic regions which are particularly data

poor and where wind is the most definitive juantity for describing the atmosphere.

It is a fortunate coincidence that tropical oceanic cumulus clouds are plentiful,

reasonably uniformly distributed, and can be easily tracked from the satel-

lite measurements. The second generation geostationary satellite images provide

a superb tool for investigating mesoscale phenomena such as severe thunder-

storms in which wind is also the definitive haran-^eter because of the short time

scale involved. Wind estimates from cloud mo. Lons are already in operational

use by NOAA in their global numerical prediction model. For these reasons, it

is extremely important to verify the accuracy and reliability of these estimates.

Previous evaluations of cloud tracers as wind estimators have been made

by comparing t.hent with rawinsonde measurements. Some of these studies are

described by Fujita et al (1969), 11aiMer(1972),.uid Ilul,ert .uid Whitney (1971).

This evidence has been obtained priniarily from comparisons of cloud t r.rcers,

whose height is only roughly estimated, with rawinsonde winds up to 250 kni dis-

tant and up to three hours removed in time. In addition to the disadvantageous

time and space separation, there are independent errors I)roduced t10111 the cloud

motion wwasurenlents and rawinsonde wind mc.Tsurenrents and those caused 1)v

island orographic effects. Finally, because the rawinsonde balloon is
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a very small object passing quickly through a layer, it may not be representative

of the large scale motions. For these reasons previous evaluations of cloud

motions wind estimates are not completely definitive. The comparisons between

cloud motions and rawinsonde winds most likely place only an upper limit on the

difference between the cloud motion and the true wind.
I
i

An improved evaluation of wind estimates from cloud motions results from
i

1	performing sufficiently accurate in situ measurements of cloud motion and height

as well as ambient wind velocity. Phase I of such an improved evaluation was

performed and described by Hasler et al, (1975). The results show that for a

small sample of cumulus clouds, the magnitude of the vector difference between

the cloud base wind and the cloud motion was about 1.2 m s - ' while for a single

cirrus cloud, theclifference was 1.1 in s - ' . however, it is necessary to expand

the sire of the sample for a larger statistical base, and for varied meteo ological

situations and cloud conditions.

2. Techniques

figure I gives an overall view of the experimental procedures with a de-

Diction of the aircraft flight patterns used. Low level aircraft equipped with

Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) were used to define the vertical extent and

d :velopment of the cloud, while simultaneously measuring the ambient wiixl

field. :serial photographs from a high level aircraft,;:lso cyuippe , i %k ith in INS,

were used to ineastire the cloud motion. Finally the results were compared with

the cloud motions derived from geostationary satellite pictures. '11w clouds were

v,
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well enough defined so that the low-love, aircraft could also be used to measure

the cloud position with respect to time, thus permitting a third determination of	 I
a,

cloud motion. All three cloud motion determinations were made by Hasler et al

(1975). This paper gives the preliminary results of phase II conducted in the
/.

Southwest Caribbean and phase III conducted in the Gulf of Mexico. 'These results

are combined with those from phase I. Only the measurements made by the low

level aircraft are presented.

The NCAR Sabreliner and the C130 and 1 1 3 from NASA were used to measn re

cloud heights and the ambient wind velocity. In previous studies, the vertical

extent and develol. ^cnt of the cloud were quantities which were determined poorly,

if at all. In this experiment, the dotal height was determined by having the pilot

n •.




adjust the aircraft altitude until the plane reached the cloud base, or top, atul

then read the altitude from the pressure altimeter. For the measurement of

(	 the ambient wind velocity , each aircr: ^ ft was cquipl)ed NOth nn INS plMform

i and the standard instruments for determining true air speed such that it Naas

able to measure the «ind N%ith : ^ n accuracy of :il)l ^ roxiniatc1Y 1. 1 m s - ^ (hullo

and 7.ruher, 19 713). If the effect of the nomin: ^ I INS error of 0.5 ni s -I were
.0

removed, the accuracy' N,ould he about 1.3 n ^ s - ^ . Th. %, ind measurements

were taken front one minute avernges on straight and h-vc] flight leis ; ^ t 150 ill,

cloud base, mi(,-cloud, :ind cloud tole.

Discrete cloud tracers with long lifetimes were found near enough to the

hasp of operations so that they could be tracked by the aircraft for lung periods.

0-
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The location of the cloud center was done by measuring cloud entrance, center,

I	
and exit on each pass. The cloud centers were generally located by the low level

aircraft within an accuracy of one km at five minute intervals. The method of

computing cloud motion from these data was as follows: (1) The cloud motion

direction was obtained from a least squares fit of successive cloud positions;

and, (2) the cloud speed was computed from the sum of the components parallel	 t

to the least squares direction, divided by the time difference between the first

and last cloud position. For a cloud track of one hour using; the first and last

cloud locations only, the cloud motion error clue to the error in center determi-

nation of one km was 0.35 m s - ^ . In order to estimate the error when all the

cloud tracking; data were used, a random error with a standard deviation of one

km/. was added to the x and y coordinates of each cloud location. 'l'ien for

the phase 1 measurements, the absolute value of the vector difference between

the Cloud velocit y with and without the random error was determined 25 times

for each of the 7 cloud tracks. For all 7 tracks, averaging{ 0.9 hours in length,

the average vector difference was 0.32 m s - ^ , so apparently there was a slight

improvement in accuracy using; all the tracking data, even over the shorter time

interval. Combining the 0.32 m s - ^ with the nomind drift error of 0.5 in s - ^

grave an upper limit to the total error of 0.6 m ,4_ 1  for the cumulus-cloud motions

mea•urcd by the low-level aircraft. The errors for cirrus clouds were son ^ e-

wh: ^ t higher I ^ eCA[Se of their more diffuse nature.

4
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To add the wind and cloud velocity errors, the square root of the sum of the

squares was taken which gave the results of approximately 1.5 ms -r if the INS

errors are included, and just over 1.3 m s - ' if they are not. Because the

ambient-wind measurement and the cloud-motion measurement are made using

the swine aircraft INS platform, the INS drift error is identical and is eliminated

when differences are computed. 'therefore, for this experiment, random differ-

ences of 1.3 m s-r would be expected between the cumulus cloud motion and the

ambient wind even if the clouds were perfect tracers.

3.Itesult.s

Table 1 summarizes the results of the experiment for cumulus clouds.

Forty trade wind cumulus clouds were tracked at 4 different locations in the

Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico. The cumUdus clouds ranged in hnrirnntal sire from

3-15 kin. 'f1ic cloud bases were quite uniform at alxrut 1160 mh, while nurst of

the tops were at about 600-700 ml, ranging to as high as 200 mh. The velocity

of the cloud as determined by the low-level aircraft is compared with the wind

at 150 m, cloud base, mid-cloud, and cloud tor t , that is measured hY the same

aircraft. 'The 21 cases with track lengths of one hom , or longer are the most

indicative of the best comparison of the cloud motion and the wind, since experi-

mental errors are minimized.

The magnitude of the vector difference between the aircraft-measured cl^^ud

motion and the cloud-base wind is less than l.a ni s_' fOr G7'; of the cases with

track lengths over one hour as shown in Table 1. This excellent agreement is

i
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Just about „hat would be expected from the error analYsis if the clouds were per-

feet tracers. While it cannot be concluded that the clouds are perfect tracers,

this is evidence for establishing the upper limit on the difference between the

cloud motion and the cloud base wind. The magnitude of the vector difference

at the 150m suh-cloud level (1.5 m s -1 ) is almost the same as that at cloud base.

It is also apparent from Table 1 that the wind at higher levels in the cloud did not

cor-pare as v ell with the cloud motion. For 67% of the cases, the mid-cloud and

cloud top w.nd vectors differed in mairnitude from the cloud motion by

3.6 ni s"' ;ind 7.0 ni s -i , respectively. There is little evidetce that the clouds

move at a speed or direction systematically different from the wind at cloud Lase.

On the average, the cloud speed is 0.2 m s -t greater than the cloud base wind

speed and the cloud moves 0.8° to the left of the wind. Since these differences

are much less than the instrumental error, the systematic Was of the wind esti-

mate is considered to be negligible.

'fable 2 summarizes the results of the experiment for cirrus clouds. A

small sample of 5 cirrus clouds with .iltitudes of 8.5 to 12.8 km have been tracked.

The first case study was obtained ov.r the eastern Gulf of Mexico x1d the remain-

ing four cases were northeast of Panama iii the Caribbean. The velocity of the

clouds as determined by successive in situ position measurements, is compared

%tiith the wind ;it cloud base, mid-cloud, cloud top and with the mewl wind for the

cloud layer. Pic cirrus clouds arc less discrete ,und therefore more difficult to

tf-ACk aceura CIV with aircraft than the cunnilus cloud.

6



The magnitude of the vector difference between the cirrus cloud velocity and

the mean wind of the cloud layer is about 1.6 m s - ' . It is felt that the major

source of error is the difficultY in locating the position of the clued. The dif-

feren,;es for cloud base, mid-cloud and cloud top of 2.2 n1 s - ' , 2.0 m s"' and

2.8 m s" 1 , respectivelY, were slightly greater than the mean wind difference, but

give no significant information as to variation with height. The cirrus cloud

speed averages 0.2 m s-1 greater than the mean wind in the cloud layer and the

cloud moves 2.6° to the right of the wind on the average. Again since these dif-

ferences were far less than the instrumental error, the systematic bias of the

wind estimate is considered to he negligible.

4. Conclusions

'Phis data set indicates that there is excellent agreement f1etween cloud rno-

tion and the anibientwind fortropic:d oceanic cunndus clouds ;rnd cirrus clouds.

Trade wind regime cumulus clouds were found to move within 1.3 n1 s - ' of the

wind at cloud hase, while isolated cirrus clouds moved within about 1.6 in s-1

of th ,, mean wind in the cloud laver. '1Jly systV111,1 -0 bias of the (.loud-motion

wind ?stiniates was found to be negligible.

The error awdysis shows that if the cumulus clouds were l)erf('ct tracers,

there should he a difference of atx)ut 1.3 rl s - ' . 111ere4o1-C, an upper limit has

been established for the difference between the motion of track wind cumulus

clouds and the ambient wind which is much smaller th:ul those l)reviOUSIN' IWInd.

^r
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For cirrus clouds, the difference found is also far smaller than thosL established

in previous comparisons.

I	 In conclusion, this experiment has provided evidence that cloud-motion wind
i

esti hates can have sufficient accuracy to be used to make the sensitive divergence,

vorticity, and vertical motion calculations necessary to describe the dynamics of

the atmosphere.

S. future Work

Ilic pri ,nary direction of further wort; is to continue to increase the ~ample

si •rt-, rsI)eci;d l for cirI •us Clouds. Data must he obtained under vorying weather

rvi.^inu•s,in I •.rt., • ul:tr I'ordisturbed weather conditions including storms. Meas-

urements are needed for different georraphical regions. For ex..;o;,110, c •onil;ari-

sons are needed at higher latitudes and ever land. :Usu, data are necdec: for'

addition;il cloud t^ •pes. It is rtcc• essary to Ix,sitively identity the 1iic1,ift tracked

clouds in the satellite pictures. Future experiment~ must attempt to check the

representativeness of the cloud-motion wind estimate over longer tithe intervals.

()11C pl;utnVd rticthod is to c•ornpare the cloud motion with the motion o1 constant

level halloonti. If possihic, this will he done by launching the balloons I roiu stn

urcraft in close proximity to the clouds, for a true in situ verification. Since

const;utt level h;tlloons ;Il,l,roach the characteristics of perfect tracers, this is

the one lr,ssihilil y of :Iuhivvinf, ;I Sign„IC:171t iml,rovc nicnt in :u c uric	of III,. ,,\-

Iwri;:rents. Further- ;ul'UYSis Ill progress include; 0110 nieasur10nic•I t of Cl(1ud tol

height: Ironl the stereo aeri;d photographs. TIlL'Se d:,t., :trt• IIt'ing cols 1 p:,rv'I ^1.itil

,f



cloud heights derived from SMS visible and infrared measurements. Infrared

radiometer data will be obtained by the high-level aircraft in future experiments.

These data will be used to investigate techniques for measuring cloud heights using

present and future geostationary satellite data systems.
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